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Introduction
This document explains how to configure VMware vSphere hosts for use with Nebulon
smartInfrastructure. Topics covered will include initial Nebulon configuration, ESXi configuration, and
a discussion of operational considerations.
As we make continuous improvements to the product, please check the Nebulon resources page at
https://nebulon.com for the latest version of this document.
For enterprises, virtualization has long become the standard to maximize use of physical
infrastructure. As they are looking at further optimize IT infrastructure efficiency by moving to
server-based storage, they discover that managing Software-Defined Storage (SDS) aside compute
resources is an unnecessary complexity when operating at scale.

What is smartInfrastructure?
Nebulon’s smartInfrastructure is server-embedded, infrastructure software delivered as-a-service, which
offers the benefits of the public cloud on-premises, from core to edge for any application—containerized,
virtualized or bare-metal.
Nebulon smartInfrastructure, provides self-service infrastructure provisioning, infrastructure
management-as-a-service and enterprise-class shared and local block data services. The solution
eliminates the need for external storage or a SAN and eliminates the density and workload restrictions
imposed by HCI. IT organizations can benefit from a single-API across all of their on-prem enterprise
data with two solutions which make up the Nebulon smartInfrastructure portfolio: the Nebulon
smartEdge solution & the Nebulon smartCore solution.

nebulon ON Cloud Control Plane
The Nebulon cloud, nebulon ON is the umbrella technology that describes a collection of microservices
that collectively analyze, manage, and suggest optimizations for your on-prem infrastructure. It
is accessible to users through a single management endpoint using a web browser for interactive
management and through a comprehensive API for programmatic access and automation. It is here that
users manage and monitor all aspects of their nebulon infrastructure, including applications, servers,
SPUs and nPods.
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Embedded Infrastructure: Data Plane
The Nebulon data plane is made up of nebulon ON controlled IoT endpoints, Nebulon Services
Processing Units (SPUs), embedded in the customers application server. The Services Processing Unit
(SPU) is the physical data storage controller that is part of standard application servers in the data
center in the form of a PCIe card. Similar to a traditional RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks)
controller, it uses the inexpensive physical drives in a server and enables access to logical data volumes
to applications on the server. The server-embedded infrastructure solution delivers enterprise shared
and local block data services which are completely offloaded onto the SPU, so no data services run off
the server or consume any server CPU, memory or network resources.

Nebulon Medusa 100 Services Processing Units
The Nebulon Medusa 100 Services Processing Unit (SPU) is the physical data storage controller which
is integrated by the server vendor and included as part of application servers within the data center.
The Nebulon SPU is a full-length, full-height, doublewide PCIe 3.0 compliant card which utilizes the
internal storage of application servers to provide shared and local access to storage volumes.

Figure 1. Nebulon Services Processing Unit (SPU)

The SPU features enterprise data storage services, including automatic storage failover, data reduction
(compression, deduplication, compaction), thin provisioning, snapshots, encryption, and more). The
data services are automatically activated and tuned for application-optimized volumes using Nebulon
provided nPod Configuration Templates.
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SPUs are grouped together for redundancy and to collectively serve storage for an application. This
collection of SPUs, called a nebulon nPod, defines a data sharing domain. Apart from the ability
to tailor data layout for specific application workloads, this data sharing domain ensures that only
application servers with SPUs in the same nPod can access data (Figure 2).
VIRTUALIZATION

CONTAINERS

BARE METAL

DATABASE

nPod 1

nPod 2

nPod 3

nPod 4

F igure 2. Data Isolation in nPods

These curated application templates that are continuously tuned to workload needs, efficient data
reduction, and enterprise storage data services allow VM admins to easily instantiate a plethora of
VMware clusters, and operate them with ease. All at a fraction of the cost of external arrays and
without the compute resource penalty of HCI solutions.
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Nebulon Configuration
Services Processing Units
Customers of Nebulon smartInfrastructure receive services processing units (SPUs) pre-installed in their
application servers directly from their server vendor. They are installed and connected to the server’s
backplane, power, and storage media in the factory and do not require any additional wiring inside the
server. VMware users can validate that the SPU is installed in their server by verifying a “Broadcom
Fusion MPT 12GSAS/PCIe SAS3408 PCI-Express” controller is available as one of the storage adapters.
This controller has native support in ESXi and as such does not require loading specialized drivers.

To make use of smartInfrastructure for VMware, customers will go through the following steps:
• Connect all SPUs to the network. Each SPU will need one management port (1GbE RJ45) and two
data ports (10/25 GbE SFP+/SFP28 Passive DAC) connected to redundant switches.
• Login to nebulon ON cloud-based control plane using credentials. Initial login credentials are
provided by Nebulon in the form of a Welcome Email.
• Create a custom VMware application template (optional).
• Configure a nPod from the available servers using Nebulon provided templates or a custom template.
• Install an operating system on the boot volumes of all configured nPod servers (optional).
• Register vCenter with Nebulon on for application insights (optional).
• Install, configure and run an application stack.
A more thorough discussion of the Nebulon architecture is presented in: The Ultimate Guide to
smartInfrastructure available on https://www.nebulon.com.

Networking
Each services processing unit has three network ports. For the full list of supported network
configurations, please review: The Ultimate Guide to smartInfrastructure available on
https://www.nebulon.com.
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F igure 3: Nebulon’s SPU is equipped with 2 data network interfaces and 1 control interface

1 x 1GbE (RJ45) – Control Interface. The uplink for this port on your switch should be configured as
follows:
• Outbound

connectivity to nebulon ON over TCP on port 443.


nebulon ON resolves to the following IPv4 addresses: 3.20.202.129, 18.220.123.25, 18.223.202.114,
3
 .20.214.24, 3.133.173.31, 3.14.207.106

• Configured as access port
• S
 panning tree should be disabled for these ports (PortFast or equivalent)
• DHCP should be available on this port for the easiest startup configuration
2 x 10/25GbE (SFP+/SFP28 Passive DAC) – Data Interfaces. A private, non-routed network that is
used by SPUs to transfer data for data services within a nPod. These ports should have the following
characteristics:
• Configured as access ports
• P
 ort speed hard set to either 10GbE or 25GbE depending on the switch and DAC cable capability.
Fiber connections are not qualified
• B
 oth interfaces configured in a LACP bond. Set LACP mode 4 (802.3ad compatible – mode active)
and LACP transmit rate to “fast”
• DHCP should be available on this port for the easiest configuration (optional)
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F igure 4: Connections required when connecting application servers and their SPUs to the

note

physical network infrastructure

Nebulon SPUs do not expose the network ports to the host operating system and can only
be used by the SPUs. The application server will require their own network interfaces, which
have been omitted in this illustration for the sake of simplicity. Customers can choose to run
application networking and SPU networking on the same switches, provided they are VLAN
separated. If VLANs are in use, ensure that the VLAN is untagged at the SPU access port.
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VMware Configuration Template
Nebulon provides a set of default application templates for customers. Templates are used to
define how storage is provisioned and made available to servers in a nPod. Each server must
have a SPU installed for it to be available for a nPod. When a nPod is created from a template,
each SPU creates storage artifacts from its local drives and presents them to the host operating
system or hypervisor as volumes. The template defines if the volumes are visibly only by one
server or if they are shared between all servers in the nPod.

nebulon ON
A nebulon ON account will be provided to customers by nebulon for initial configuration. This
boot-strap account will be used to create personalized organization user accounts. Once the
personalized accounts are created, the boot-strap account should be deleted by the customer.
User accounts in nebulon ON can be tied to one of three default roles:

Super

Admin

Monitor

Users with this role

Users with this role have all

Users with this role have

have unrestricted

privileges for nPod management

read only access and can be

organizational wide

but no organizational

used to pull metrics or view

privileges

permissions

configurations

To create a new user, navigate to Admin → Users and Groups and click the New User button and fill in
the form. Once the user accounts have been created, the SPUs need to be discovered or registered with
nebulon ON.

SPU Registration
Using an account with the super user role, navigate to Admin → Physical Infrastructure → Servers Not
Configured. In most environments, all SPU-enabled servers that are not yet configured will automatically
appear in this list. If they are not automatically discovered, click the Register SPU button. In the Register

note

New SPUs dialog that appears, enter the SPU serial numbers of your SPUs and click Register.

The server’s UEFI human interaction interface allows customers to retrieve the SPU serial numbers.
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If customers have a specific need as to how storage is provisioned to servers in a nPod, they can create
their own, custom templates and use them for nPod provisioning. Templates are created through the
Admin → nPod management → nPod templates menu in nebulon ON.
When creating a template, the user interface allows you to configure the following information. Please
see The Ultimate Guide to smartInfrastructure available on https://www.nebulon.com.

Attribute

Description

Name

A descriptive name of the template. names are unique within an organization.

Operating System

A description of what host operating system will be installed on the servers.

Application

The name of the application running in the nPod.

Savings Factor

The anticipated data reduction ratio. This does not affect the actual data
reduction ratio once a nPod is deployed. It is used to estimate and determine
optimal storage artifact configuration.
Local storage – SPU volumes are presented to the local server only.

Storage Style

Shared unmirrored – All SPU data volumes in the nPod are available to all
hosts in the nPod, but they are not mirrored to secondary SPUs for extra
protection.
Shared mirrored – All volumes in the nPod are available to all hosts in the
nPod and a mirror of each volume is available on another SPU in the nPod for
increased availability.
When checked, pre-provisions volumes for the nPod based on volume size
and savings factor.

Volume Size (GB)

The size of volumes to create.

Provision Boot Volume?

When checked, creates a local, non-shared volume for the host operating
system. If left unchecked, there must be another boot device present in
the server. If using a nebulon boot device, the server’s boot mode must be
changed to UEFI and the UEFI boot order will need to be changed to have
the “Nebulon NebStore 0001” device listed first.

Boot Image URL

HTTP or HTTPS URL for a drive image to be used for the boot volume. Either
compressed (gz) or uncompressed drive images created from dd can be specified.

Snap Templates

Allows the selection of default snapshot schedules to be applied to the nPod
once it’s formed.

Note

Allows the specification of additional information to describe the template.

note

Provision Storage Volumes

Please note that an ESXi shared storage configuration using the “Shared Mirrored” or
“Shared Unmirrored” storage style is required in order to take advantage of distributed
resource scheduler (DRS) or high availability (HA) features in vSphere.
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Once a suitable template has been created, a nPod can be provisioned using the template from the
Admin → nPod management → nPods → New nPod menu. Select at least three servers to create a
nPod pod and provide the following information:

Attribute

Description

Name

A meaningful name for the nPod

Configuration Template

The nPod template to use for provisioning

nPod Group

Which group to assign the new nPod to. A nPod group may contain multiple
nPods. Please review the ultimate guide to cloud-defined storage for more
information on nPod Groups.

Note

Allows the specification of additional information to describe the nPod

As servers are selected, the GUI will forecast of the provisioned storage resources and inform users about
the usable capacity before creating the nPod. Once all servers are selected click the Validate button. If
there are any validation issues that prevent the nPod to be formed, the GUI will inform the user with the
appropriate error messages. Once validation has completed click the Create button to create the nPod.
The new nPod will now be visible under Admin → nPod Management → nPods. Users can click on the
nPod and review the properties of the created nPod. They will find a set of volumes presented to the ESXi
hosts in the nPod, as defined by the nPod template. Next, VMware administrators will configure ESXi.

Nebulon Snapshot and Cloning
Nebulon smartInfrastructure provides the ability to create immutable point-in-time snapshots of
individual storage volumes and are meant to be used as a complimentary recovery option for an existing
backup strategy. Snapshots are not a backup, replacements are used to augment the load from a backup
environment and provide additional flexibility and recovery options for application teams.
In an environment in which operates smartInfrastructure a snapshot schedule and retention policy are
configured within a Snapshot Template.
Admin → nPod Management → Snapshot Template → Create
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F igure 5: Create volume-based snapshot template and define schedule

Within the nebulon ON graphical user interface users can assign Snapshot Templates to an nPod at
the time of nPod provisioning. Alternatively, users may leverage the NebPyClient Python SDK to make
changes to nPod Snapshot Templates by calling the UpdateSnapshotScheduleTemplateInput Python
class.

Nebulon Snapshot and Snapshot Clone
When an application operates within a nPod, the application has its data stored on a base volume. When
the snapshot of a volume is initiated, either ad-hoc or via a Snapshot Template schedule, the snapshot
data is stored on the same SPU as the base volume. Nebulon volume snapshots are compressed,
deduplicated, and encrypted. In the end this means that snapshots are secure and have very little impact
on overall volume capacity. The effect on capacity also works in reverse if you delete snapshots from
Nebulon this does not have a direct correlation to reclaimed capacity. Nebulon volume snapshots are
immutable restore points – meaning they are read only, even when they are exported to an application
server within a nPod. To restore data, users may clone a volume snapshot and recover the needed data
from the snapshot. The clone is a read-writeable version of a snapshot.
Nebulon smartInfrastructure provides the ability to clone and mount point-in-time volume snapshots
to a VMware ESXi host(). To view snapshots for an nPod navigate to Admin → nPod Management →
{nPod} → Snapshots. It is here you will find the list of all snapshots for all volumes within the nPod. When
an nPod is created with a shared mirrored storage style the shared mirrored volumes data volumes
are synchronized by the parent volume owner to a backup SPU within the nPod. Within the nebulon
ON graphical user interface this is denoted with the Sync State column. Local data volumes are NOT
mirrored to a backup SPU, for example, this includes the operating system boot volume.
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Users may clone and export a copy of the volume snapshot or a group of snapshots to an individual host
or group of hosts for data extraction by selecting the double-disk icon.

F igure 6: Users may clone a point-in-time snapshot by clicking the clone icon. This will clone the
volume to a read-writable volume.

Figure 7: Control which hosts are able to mount the snapshot clone by managing volume exports.

Within vCenter, users will now need to rescan their storage adapters for the new storage device to
become visible.
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vSphere Configuration

note

Installation
The document VMware ESXi Installation and Setup available on docs.vmware.com contains
detailed installation instructions for installing ESXi.

ESXi can be installed to either a local boot drive (if it exists) or to a nebulon boot volume. Installing to a
Nebulon boot volume enables the use of snapshot and data protection features of nebOS (the storage
operating system of SPUs). Nebulon data volumes should only be used for application storage.

note

F igure 8: ESXi Installer
The Nebulon devices show as “remote” due to how ESXi reports SAS devices. The Nebulon
devices shown in the screen capture above are directly connected.

After the ESXi server(s) are installed add them to an available VMware vCenter server. Once the
ESXi server(s) are added to vCenter, you can register your vCenter server in nebulon ON to enable
cross-stack analytics. This is done from the Admin → nPod management → nPods page. Select the
VMware nPod and click the Set vSphere Credentials button. After a couple of minutes, you will see
additional VMware metrics displayed in nebulon ON.

Network Configuration
ESXi hosts do not require networking configuration specific for Nebulon SPUs. The networking for
SPUs is self-contained and invisible to ESXi. Configure host networking as required for the environment.
vSphere configuration guide
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note

Creating Datastores
To support shared storage and features that rely on it, the “shared mirrored” or “unshared
mirrored” option must be selected in the Nebulon template.

Nebulon volumes will be presented to each ESXi host through a “Fusion-MPT 12GSAS/PCIe SAS 3408
PCI-Express” adapter. The vmhba number will vary by server type and other storage controllers in the
server. VMware administrators can validate if all storage volumes are visible on each ESXi host through
the Configure → Storage Adapters view for each server in vCenter.
To create datastores, navigate to the Host and Clusters view, right click on a host or cluster and select
Storage → New Datastore from the context menu. Provide a datastore name and select a Nebulon disk/
LUN. When choosing the size of the datastore partition, Nebulon recommends using the full capacity of
the device.
Repeat this operation for every Nebulon device that will be consumed as a VMware datastore object.

Provisioning New Datastores
Initial storage provisioning is handled automatically when building a nPod from an application template.
VMware requires that the LUN number for a given volume is same for all the hosts in the cluster for the
datastore to be seen on all the hosts. During nPod creation all the LUNs will be exported with the same
LUN number on all the SPUs for mirrored volumes.
To correctly add additional volumes, post nPod creation, log into Nebulon ON and navigate to nPod →
nPod Name → Volumes
From here, create a new volume of the required size. Once the volume is created select the volume in
the list of volumes and click the Manage Volume Exports button. Select the “All Hosts” radio button and
click the Update button. Verify the volume is listed as accessible to “All”.
From vCenter, rescan the host adapters for all ESXi cluster members. This should make the new device
available to all ESXi hosts. Create a new datastore from this device to complete the task.
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vSphere Tuning and Operational Considerations
Nebulon storage devices are configured for optimal performance under normal circumstances.
Workload specific tuning recommendations are provided, if applicable, through updates in nPod
Configuration Templates and by nPod specific alerts and recommendations. The following sections
give specific recommendations for configuring vSphere features and ESXi parameters for best overall

note

performance and availability.

Workload specific tuning recommendations are only provided to customers that enabled
vCenter integration in nebulon ON.

Recommended ESXi Host Parameter Changes
/DataMover/MaxHWTransferSize
Nebulon recommends increasing the MaxHWTransferSize setting from the default 4MB to 16MB. Max
Transfer Size for vSphere APIs for Array Integration (VAAI) XCOPY controls the size of the offload used
for cloning and migration purposes. Use the following command to change the settings. This enables
faster VM cloning and storage vMotion migration operations which utilize XCOPY.
To make the change with the esxcfg-advcfg command, SSH into the ESXi host and issue the following
command:
esxcfg-advcfg -s 16384 /DataMover/MaxHWTransferSize
Value of MaxHWTransferSize is 16384
Validate the changes:
esxcfg-advcfg -g /DataMover/MaxHWTransferSize
Value of MaxHWTransferSize is 16384
To make the change with PowerCLI connect to vCenter and then run the following:
Get-VMHost | Get-AdvancedSetting-Name DataMover.MaxHWTransferSize | SetAdvancedSetting -Value 16384
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vSphere Features
VMware Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS)
Nebulon recommends enabling VMware DRS when exporting shared volumes to an ESXi cluster. DRS
enables VMware to schedule or move VMs between ESXi hosts residing on shared storage to balance
resource allocation more evenly between ESXi hosts.
Enable DRS by selecting a cluster from the Hosts and Clusters view in vCenter and then selecting
Configure → vSphere DRS. Click the Edit button and then enable DRS. The default values are
appropriate for most scenarios. More information about configuring DRS is available under the Edit
Cluster Settings section of VMware documentation site.
Please check your license keys as DRS requires Enterprise Plus vSphere licensing.

VMware Storage Distributed Resource Scheduler (SDRS)
Nebulon recommends enabling VMware SDRS when exporting multiple shared volumes created
from an application template to an ESXi cluster. DRS enables VMware to schedule or move VMs
between the constituent datastores in the datastore cluster to balance resource allocation more
evenly between storage volumes.
Enable SDRS by selecting the Storage view in vCenter, then highlight the datacenter object and
then select Actions → Storage → New Datastore Cluster. Set the cluster automation level to Fully
Automated. Under the Storage DRS Runtime Settings page, select the appropriate values for your
requirements. Then select the cluster and datastores to place into the datastore cluster and finish
the configuration wizard. VMs deployed to the datastore cluster will automatically have their VMDKs
managed by SDRS.
More information about configuring SDRS is available under the Creating a Datastore Cluster
section of the VMware documentation site.
Please check your license keys as SDRS requires Enterprise Plus vSphere licensing.

© Copyright 2020 Nebulon, Inc. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for Nebulon products and services are set forth in the express warranty
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VMware High Availability (HA)
Nebulon recommends enabling VMware HA when exporting shared volumes to an ESXi cluster.
VMware HA uses datastore heartbeats to infer the status of an ESXi host when it cannot be contacted
over the network. By default, vCenter will select heartbeat datastores available to all hosts. However, a
specific set of datastores can be configured as well.
From the Hosts and Clusters view, select the cluster to configure and select vSphere Availability and
then edit. Under the Heartbeat Datastores tab, select the option button Use datastores only from the
specified list and select two datastores available to all hosts.
Nebulon also recommends configuring the setting Response for Host Isolation to Power off and restart
VMs. To configure this setting, from the Hosts and Clusters view, select the cluster to configure and
select vSphere Availability and then edit. The setting is under the Failures and responses tab.
More information about configuring HA is available under the vCenter High Availability section of the
VMware documentation site.

Space Reclamation (UNMAP)
All Nebulon volumes are thinly provisioned and therefore support automatic space reclamation.
Deleting or removing files from a VMFS datastore frees space within the file system, but that space
is not immediately reported as freed in the Nebulon ON UI. With ESX 6.7 the space reclaim happens
automatically for any VM deletion or file deletions on the VM. For VM deletion always use Delete
from Disk option before removal of the datastore. Space reclaim will not be triggered from the ESXi
host if the VM is removed from inventory and the datastore is deleted. The space reclaim happens in a
granular fashion over time and can take 18-24hrs with default settings and reflects in the Free column
on the datastore name.
The space reclaim policy is set per datastore and is viewable by right click on a datastore and editing
Space Reclamation. Nebulon recommends keeping the default settings as it should be a low priority
I/O when compared to active I/O. Higher fixed UNMAP rates can be used if capacity reclamation is a
priority.
More information about configuring HA is available under the Space Reclamation Requests from VMFS
Datastores section of the VMware documentation site.
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Nebulon Storage Devices
VAAI Support
Nebulon fully supports vSphere APIs for Array Integration (VAAI). This can be viewed using esxcli on an
ESXi host.
# esxcli storage core device vaai status get -d
naa.6f497c200448c468000cc90000019000
naa.6f497c200448c468000cc90000019000
VAAI Plugin Name:
ATS Status: supported
Clone Status: supported
Zero Status: supported
Delete Status: supported

Multipathing
Nebulon devices can be presented as either local volumes (visible to one host only) or shared volumes

note

(visible to all ESXi hosts). Boot volumes are always created as local volumes.
VMware updated the multipath plugin behavior for local SAS devices in the ESXi 7.0.2
update. For systems running ESXi 7.0.2 or later please see the section “Multipathing with
ESXi 7.0.2”

For local Nebulon volumes the default path selection policy (PSP) is set to VMW_PSP_FIXED and
storage array type plugin (SATP) is set to VMW_SATP_LOCAL. These settings can be viewed with the
esxcli storage nmp device list command.
# esxcli storage nmp device list -d naa.6f497c2003577305000d05000000d000
Device Display Name: Local NEBULON Disk (naa.6f497c2003577305000d05000000d000)
Storage Array Type: VMW_SATP_LOCAL
Storage Array Type Device Config: SATP VMW_SATP_LOCAL does not support device
configuration.
Path Selection Policy: VMW_PSP_FIXED
Path Selection Policy Device Config:
{preferred=vmhba2:C0:T1:L0;current=vmhba2:C0:T1:L0}
Path Selection Policy Device Custom Config:
Working Paths: vmhba2:C0:T1:L0
Is USB: false

© Copyright 2020 Nebulon, Inc. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for Nebulon products and services are set forth in the express warranty
statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty. Nebulon shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or
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On any local Nebulon storage devices the SATP setting of VMW_SATP_LOCAL defines the attribute “Is
Shared Clusterwide” to false as it is available only to the local host. Nebulon recommends keeping the
default settings.
# esxcli storage core device list -d naa.6f497c200448c468000cc90000019000
…
Vendor: NEBULON
Model: NebVolume
Is RDM Capable: true
Is Local: true
Is Shared Clusterwide: false

For shared Nebulon volumes default PSP selection is set to VMW_PSP_MRU and storage array type
plugin (SATP) is set to VMW_SATP_ALUA. These settings can be viewed with the esxcli storage nmp
device list command.
# esxcli storage nmp device list -d naa.6f497c200448c468000cc90000019000
naa.6f497c200448c468000cc90000019000
Device Display Name: NEBULON Serial Attached SCSI Disk
(naa.6f497c200448c468000cc90000019000)
Storage Array Type: VMW_SATP_ALUA
Storage Array Type Device Config: {implicit_support=on; explicit_support=off;
explicit_allow=on; alua_followover=on; action_OnRetryErrors=on; {TPG_id=0,TPG_
state=AO}}
Path Selection Policy: VMW_PSP_MRU
Path Selection Policy Device Config: Current Path=vmhba2:C0:T1:L25
Path Selection Policy Device Custom Config:
Working Paths: vmhba2:C0:T1:L25
Is USB: false
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On any shared Nebulon storage devices the SATP setting of VMW_SATP_ALUA defines the attribute Is
Shared Clusterwide to true as it is available all hosts in the cluster. Nebulon recommends keeping the
default settings.
# esxcli storage core device list -d naa.6f497c200448c468000cc90000019000
..
Vendor: NEBULON
Model: NebVolume
Is RDM Capable: true
Is Local: false
Thin Provisioning Status: yes
VAAI Status: supported
Is Shared Clusterwide: true
Is SAS: true
Nebulon, recommends keeping the default settings.
Note that Nebulon shared volumes are detected as remote devices with a single path. When connecting
to the ESXi host management UI instead of vCenter this causes devices to be listed with a status of
Normal, Degraded.
This is a reporting artifact caused by the device being detected as a remote device (setting: Is Local:
false) and that device having a single path. The Degraded status can be ignored and does not impact any
functioning of the LUN or feature.

Multipathing with ESXi 7.0.2
Starting with the ESXi 7.0.2 update, VMware has changed the default multipath plugin (MPP) for SAS
devices from native multipath (NMP) to the high-performance plugin (HPP). The HPP plugin cannot
differentiate between local and remote SAS volumes which causes all Nebulon devices to be classified
as ‘local’.
This is the desired behavior for Nebulon boot volumes, however it disables VAAI for shared volumes
which is not desirable. VMware is working to resolve the issue due to this change in a future release. In
the interim please follow the workaround described below.
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To resolve this issue, a customized claim rule must be created that classifies the Nebulon shared volumes
as remote devices. This custom claim rule must be created on each ESXi server and requires a reboot to
correctly claim the shared Nebulon volumes.
On each ESXi server, run the following CLI command.
# esxcli storage core claimrule add -r 49 -t vendor -V NEBULON -M NebVolume -P NMP
--force-reserved
# esxcli storage core claimrule add -r 48 -t vendor -V NEBULON -M NebSES -P NMP
--force-reserved
# esxcli storage core claimrule add -r 47 -t vendor -V BROADCOM -M VirtualSES -P NMP
--force-reserved
# esxcli storage core claimrule load
Once the command has been executed, run the following two commands to validate the claim rule has been
created.
# esxcli storage core claimrule list
MP

47

runtime

vendor

| grep -e “NEBULON” -e “BROADCOM”
NMP

vendor=BROADCOM model=VirtualSES

pci_vendor_id=* pci_sub_vendor_id=*
MP

47

file

vendor

NMP

vendor=BROADCOM model=VirtualSES

pci_vendor_id=* pci_sub_vendor_id=*
MP

48

runtime

vendor

NMP

vendor=NEBULON model=NebSES pci_

vendor_id=* pci_sub_vendor_id=*
MP

48

file

vendor

NMP

vendor=NEBULON model=NebSES pci_

vendor_id=* pci_sub_vendor_id=*
MP

49

runtime

vendor

NMP

vendor=NEBULON model=NebVolume

pci_vendor_id=* pci_sub_vendor_id=*
MP

49

file

vendor

NMP

vendor=NEBULON model=NebVolume pci_

vendor_id=* pci_sub_vendor_id=*
The host now must be rebooted in order for the Nebulon devices to be claimed correctly. Any new Nebulon
volumes will be automatically claimed by the NMP plugin and will function as described in the previous
section “Multipathing”.
Please see VMware KB article 83249 for more information.
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